
Thisyear the contestants will

undergo extensive training for
20days. As a part of the
training experts from varions
fieldswill help us to transform

our participants for the D-day.

DANCEYOUR WAY

TO THE. TOP

Our premier International

personality,Marion Lane, is a Fellow

of each of the Dance Sport Faculties

of the Imperial Society Of Teachers

Of Dancing, London (ISTD) and an

Examiner to the Society. She

frequently lectures to teachers at

congresses and regularly provides

pupils for training courses and

presentations of the graded syllabi.

It is Marion's particular love of

training professionals that has inspired

her, with several of her students having

been awarded the prestigious Phyllis

Haylor Scholarship by the ISTD. Her

overall aims are to equip students

embarking on a teaching career with

the best possible skills and to nurture

their progress.

Marion sees continued professional

development as the cornerstone of

good teaching, with sound standards

of performance and theoretical

knowledge together with knowledge

and understanding of teaching and

ADDED ATTRACTION
learning skills, at its foundation.

Marion opened the Lane School of

Dancing in 1986. Over the time it has
evolved into a network of area

centres throughout Cambridgeshire,

Hertfordshire and Suffolk providing a

high standard of Dance Sport training

to pupils of all abilities. She is now
the Director of the Lane Dance Centres

and Dance Sport tutor to the Athens

Dance Centre; Spirit of Dance, Greece.

In 2001, .Marion was appointed to

the Latin American Faculty Committee

of the ISTD. During her time on the

committee, she has been fully involved

in the research and development of

the government accredited General
and Vocational Grade examinations

and the FDI and CDE professional

qualifications

MASTER IN DANCE

Contempory dance choreographer

and pedagogue. Masters in Dance

teaching from paleucca Sehule

(Germany). Hrishikesh Pawar

originally from the city of Pune wound

his way to Germany where he

incorporated Indian classic dance
form with that of the International

arena. The handsome dance trainer

is here especially to train our

participants to dance their way to

your hearts. Watch out for some

fun on the Grand Finale!! Waiting in

anticipation! !

SPEAK WELL

Voice is God Gifted, agreed, but it

needs to be trained, this also a fact.

Nobody is a born singer or narrator or

voice artiste, even a person with a
melodious voice needs to be trained

enough to modulate, variate and able

to perform professionally for required

time. What ever you want to become

in voicing arena, be it voice over

artiste, dunning artist, mimicry artiste,

performing actor, you need to

modulate your voice according to the

mood of the script. To help our 10

dashing guys and 10 beautiful ladies -

to be able to present them on the finale

and answer the grilling question and
answer round is our diction and voice

training expert Jaya Banerjee.

CHANGING STYLES

Pune's leading hair stylist who is a

brand name in herself. Meryl-Joy is
rated as one of the foremost

professionals in the field of hair care
who has to her credit over two decades

of hands on experience in grooming

the "manes" of many prominent

personalities who rule the world of

corporate power, glamour, and

personal beauty.


